Abstract. Another ^-extension of the beta function is given. This one has a special case that is a symmetric extension of the symmetric beta distribution.
were found by Ramanujan. This was pointed out in [3] and simple proofs were given of the following.
A ' (-<*; 9)«= r,(a + ¿B)(-c; î)w(-9/c; ?). ' ( * > However none of these integrals contains a special case that extends the symmetric beta function in a way so that the symmetry is obvious. We were led to such an extension while studying some orthogonal polynomials [2] . This extension is of independent interest, and so will be given here.
2. An extension of the beta function. This derivation used the conditions \b\ < \d/c\ < l/\a\ to be able to sum (2.5). when 0 < q < 1, a, ß, y, 8 > 0 and hq(a; x) = II"_0(1 -2axq" + a2q2"). This will appear in [4] .
